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View across the Big Windy Fire from Peavine Ridge. This photo demonstrates a mixed severity fire
mosaic in the Howard Creek drainage. A mosaic of unburned areas imbedded within mid, low and
high intensity fire characterizes the mixed severity fire regime in the Siskiyou Mountains of
southwest Oregon. The Big Windy Fire burned predominantly within wild, roadless terrain and
was well within the range of variability in terms of fire effects, fire severity patterns and other
ecological parameters.

The Big Windy Fire Complex
On July 26, 2013 lightning crashed down on northern Josephine and southern Douglas
Counties in Oregon, starting numerous wildfires in the Cow Creek and Rogue River Watersheds.
Three small fires were lit in the tributaries of the Wild & Scenic Rogue River. These three
fires—west to east—including the Calvert Peak Fire, the Jenny Fire, and the Big Windy Fire, all
burned in relatively remote and inaccessible terrain. In early August 2013 these three fires were
declared a “complex” with one extensive fire perimeter; later these fires merged, yet in some
places never burned to the officially declared fire perimeter.
The fires, burning low and patchy, were busy doing what fires have always done: they
burned fuel, sculpted landscapes, and turned biomass into mineral-rich ash. The fires burned in
wild and roadless forest, partially cut, roaded terrain, and in managed plantation stands. One look
at the fire severity maps will reveal square, red blocks scattered across the roaded landscape
denoting high severity fire effects. These square, red blocks coincide with plantation stands
created through clear-cut and heavy shelterwood logging techniques in the decades between the
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1950s and 1990s. Another look at the more intact canyons and ridges demonstrates another
pattern. Here you see a predominantly low to moderate severity fire with vast areas of
unmanaged forest burning in the understory and large areas remaining entirely unburned within
the fire perimeter. According to Bureau of Land Management (BLM) fire severity maps, 90
percent of the Big Windy Fire Area either did not burn at all or burned at low to very low
severity. Only 1 percent of the fire area experienced high severity fire effects, and the majority of
this high severity fire is located in previously harvested plantation stands.
The fire would flare up occasionally toward a ridgetop, on a harsh exposure, or when the
wind and the canyon lined up just right, making uphill runs. The brush fields, some of the live
oak groves on steep gravelly soils, and most of the plantations were torching, while the ancient
forests and unmanaged wildlands burned less intensely. The head of the fire smoldered to a stop
as it approached more coastally influenced forest, never reaching closer than two miles from the
western fireline. With the weather conditions changing and rain falling throughout the fire area,
the incident command team began an intrusive and damaging suppression strategy of extensive
dozerline surrounding nearly the entire fire area and beyond. On August 5, 2013 firefighting
personnel also began a large-scale backburning operation, which included much of the area
adjacent to Bear Camp Road and the Mt. Peavine Road.
Active fire spread came to a halt as the backburning began due to high humidity, low
temperatures, and a few days of periodic rain. Backburning operations were also stifled by
unfavorable fire weather. Slowly the fire was subdued by weather conditions rather than the
efforts of firefighting personnel and agencies, including five days of rain in August and eleven
days of rain in September. At a cost of $27 million, the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF)
and BLM caused severe damage to the Wild and Scenic Rogue River, the Zane Grey Roadless
Area and the widely supported additions to the Wild Rogue Wilderness. They poured money, fire
retardant and water buckets on the flames, they bulldozed ridgelines of ancient forest, cut
thousands of old-growth trees, and built log decks for the timber industry with emergency
firefighting funds. Despite their efforts, it was natural weather conditions that allowed for
containment of this fire, not fire suppression efforts.

The Fires
The Calvert Peak Fire
The Calvert Peak Fire, on the western fire perimeter, was a small underburn that never
seemed to build much steam in the cool, coastally influenced forests near the Curry County line.
The fire burned predominantly low and cool beneath forests of Douglas fir and tanoak. In many
places the fire seemed to creep from duff log to duff log without actually carrying in the leaf
litter or understory fuels. The fire began on July 26, 2013 and never actually reached its western
fireline, which was a raw dozerline running from the Bear Camp Communications Site to the
mouth of Missouri Creek. This dozerline was crudely cleared into many areas of old-growth
forest, and included the felling of literally thousands of ancient snags and live, green trees. On its
northern and eastern perimeter this fire merged with the Jenny Fire along the Rogue River
corridor in a beautiful and sustained low intensity fire.
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Low severity fire in the Calvert Peak Fire

The Jenny Fire
The Jenny Fire was due east of the Calvert Peak Fire and burned in a predominantly low
severity mosaic beneath large, old trees. This fire started just above the roadless area and backed
slowly down the ridge toward the Rogue River from Jenny Creek. Most of the old-growth forest
found in the area was underburned. Very little moderate or high severity fire was evident in this
fire, with the vast majority burning at low severity. Much of this fire did not have active fire
suppression due to its location between the Calvert Peak Fire to the west and the Big Windy Fire
to the east. This fire was not effected by the extensive backburning or fireline construction that
the other two fires were subjected to, and most of the Jenny Fire burned in a natural, healthy
mosaic of low to moderate intensity fire.

The Big Windy Fire
The Big Windy Fire was the easternmost fire in the complex, burning in the slightly more
interior forest communities of the eastern Zane Grey Roadless Area. Burning within the Big
Windy and Howard Creek watersheds, this was the biggest of the three blazes, yet also contained
the largest area intentionally backburned by ODF and the BLM. The Big Windy Fire sustained a
larger percentage of high severity fire effects than either the Jenny or the Calvert Peak fires, in
part due to the more arid, interior forest conditions. Yet much of the high severity fire was
centered within the BLM timber plantations in roaded portions of both Big Windy and Howard
Creeks. This phenomenon is quite evident when one explores the fire on the ground, and is also
evident on the fire severity maps where bright, red squares denoting high severity patches
coincide with clear-cuts on federal land.
Other areas that sustained high severity fire effects were predominantly composed of
plant communities accustomed to high severity fire. These plant communities include forests and
woodlands in the upper 1/3 of the slope, including live oak stands, chaparral sites, transitory
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ridgeline fir stands, and at the western margin of the fire, large tanoak groves. The fire burned in
a nice mixed mosaic throughout the Big Windy Fire with large sections of old-growth burning
only in the understory. The canyons of both Big Windy and Howard Creeks remained shaded by
stands of old-growth timber that burned in a low severity pattern. Much of the fire along the
Rogue River corridor also consisted of a low to moderate severity underburn in mature, mixed
conifer forest.
The entire eastern perimeter of the fire along the Mount Peavine Road (Road 34-8-34)
was an intentionally set backburn. In fact, it appears that most of the fire on the eastern flank of
Howard Creek was intentionally set. Backing the fire down the slope from Mount Peavine Road,
the fire behaved quite nicely with mixed severity effects that are indistinguishable from the main
body of the wildfire itself. Backburns were also intentionally set on the northern fire perimeter
along Bear Camp Road with mixed severity effects including low, moderate, and high intensity
fire.

Mixed severity fire on Howard Creek in the Big Windy Fire

The Impact of Fire Suppression
The Big Windy Fire was by all accounts a wildfire that burned within the range of
variability in terms of fire mosaic and fire severity. The fire itself had many positive
environmental effects; however, in the process of suppressing the Big Windy Fire many negative
and lasting environmental impacts were sustained to the region’s forests, wildlands and
watersheds.
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The Firelines
The most significant impact of fire suppression during the Big Windy Fire was the
construction of extensive fireline, most of which consisted of bulldozed fireline cleared of all
vegetation, and scrapped with the dozer blade to bare mineral soil. These lines varied in width,
constructed from roughly 20 feet to over 100-feet-wide. Extending for miles through the forests
of the Rogue River, these firelines were cleared within Late Successional Reserve forest, the
Wild and Scenic Rogue River Corridor, the Zane Grey Roadless Area and the proposed Wild
Rogue Wilderness Additions. The main impacts of fireline construction include felling of snags;
the felling of live trees (including thousands of old-growth trees); the clearing of brush; the
spread of noxious weeds; the extensive disturbance to soils; soil compaction; impacts to
hydrology; impacts to water quality; impacts to wilderness characteristics, impacts to Wild and
Scenic River resource values, and the fragmentation of wildlife habitat. Dozerline, the most
commonly used fireline technique on the Big Windy Fire, is the most impactful way of
constructing fireline.

Fireline construction after "rehabilitation" on the fire’s southern perimeter

The Southern Fireline
The southern fireline extends from Bear Camp Communications Site at its western
terminus to the Peavine Road at its eastern end. Much of this fireline consists of the paved Bear
Camp Road from which backburns were lit. In some places the backburns burned fairly hot, but
mostly seem to have been conducted responsibly. Roughly half of this fireline consists of
existing dozerline. Much of this was dozerline created during the Biscuit Fire of 2002 and was
re-opened to utilize as fireline in the Big Windy Fire. Near Bear Camp Communications Site a
section of newly created dozerline runs up an especially steep section of ridgeline. Live trees,
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including many large, old-growth trees were felled along this section of fireline. Snag felling, the
felling of live trees, the clearing of brush and the extensive disturbance of soil are the main
impacts along the southern fireline.

The Eastern Fireline
The eastern fireline begins along the paved section of Mount Peavine Road, but the
northern end contains a fair amount of dozerline. The entire fireline was backburned with a
positive effect. The use of the Mount Peavine Road was a responsible and realistic decision that
created little environmental impact. The dozerline on the eastern perimeter was unfortunate and
created heavy soil disturbance on dry, rocky ridges. The impact of dozerlines will be slow to heal
due to soil conditions, harsh exposure and lack of available water. A section of dozerline at the
extreme eastern margin of the fire area and over three miles from any active portion of the fire
extended into the proposed Wild Rogue Wilderness additions on Bailey Creek. This fireline was
developed in intact, old-growth habitat adjacent to the Wild and Scenic Rogue River and within
the proposed additions to the Wild Rogue Wilderness.
The Bailey Creek fireline follows an extremely steep and erosive ridgeline. To date, no
rehabilitation has been conducted on the lower 2/3 of the fireline. In many locations old-growth
trees and snags were felled along this fireline; surface erosion is evident within the dozerline and
wilderness quality lands were heavily impacted. Additionally, one large helipad or drop point
was cleared along this line, consisting of a roughly 200’ x 75’ clearing that included the felling
of numerous old-growth pine and fir trees estimated to be over 250 years old, and dozens of large
diameter, old-growth chinquapin trees in the 24” + diameter class. All slash from the clearing of
this fireline and drop point was left on site and should be expected to greatly increase fuel and
fire risks in the immediate area. The dozerline continues up very steep slopes to the intersection
of road 34-8-34.10. No adequate tank traps or barricades have been created at this intersection to
discourage OHV use on this fireline and fresh OHV tracks are evident at the fireline’s upper
margin. The problem is compounded by the lack of rehabilitation work, allowing easy access to
the fireline by OHV enthusiasts.

The Northern Fireline
Although the Big Windy Fire never burned north of the Rogue River, the managing
agencies built many miles of dozerline in the mountains north of the river, including numerous
sections of dozerline within the Wild and Scenic Rogue River Corridor, the Zane Grey Roadless
Area and the proposed Wild Rogue Wilderness additions. Fireline was built along road 33-8-26
on the ridgeline dividing Whisky Creek from Bunker Creek; contingency line was also cleared
adjacent to the Graves Creek to Marial Road. The combined disturbance represents a severe
impact to roadless and wildland values and connectivity between old-growth habitats. The
rehabilitation and fireline clearing has also created unnatural fuel beds from activity slash, which
is likely to encourage high fire severity in future wildfires. Numerous log decks were
constructed using fire suppression funds along both firelines. The most direct impacts of the
northern fireline and contingency line consist of extensive snag felling; the felling of live trees;
the clearing of brush; the extensive disturbance of soil, and significant soil compaction. Impacts
to roadless and wilderness area values and Wild and Scenic River values were also significantly
impacted near Quail Creek at the western margin, and Whisky Creek at the eastern margin.
Connectivity between old-growth habitats was impacted on the divide between Bunker and
Whisky Creek, near the mouth of Quail Creek, in lower Whisky Creek, and between the
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drainages of the Rogue River and Cow Creek. Many large, old trees were felled in this section of
fireline, a fireline that was never used in the suppression effort and in places was bulldozed over
seven miles from any active portion of the Big Windy Fire.

The Western Fireline

Large, old trees cut from the western fireline on the Stair Creek/Missouri Creek Divide

The western fireline was the most destructive of the firelines created, extending from the
Bear Camp Communications Site to the mouth of Missouri Creek at the banks of the Wild and
Scenic Rogue River, within the Zane Grey Roadless Area. The fireline consists almost entirely of
50’-100’ wide bulldozer line cut through mostly intact forest on the long, forested ridgeline
dividing Stair Creek on the Rogue River- Siskiyou National Forest (RR-SNF), and Missouri
Creek on BLM lands. Much of the ridgeline was undisturbed and colonized by dense stands of
old-growth forest. At higher elevations the forest was younger and more even-aged, with
scattered, old-growth trees found throughout the fireline. Thousands of old-growth trees were
felled along this fireline, including many trees over 6’ DBH, and over 300 years old. This section
of fireline also includes the clearing of a massive landing directly above the Missouri Creek
Progeny Tree site. This landing is estimated to be at least 400’x 400’ wide. The scar created will
last for decades.
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The irony is that the Calvert Peak Fire never burned closer than two miles to the western
fireline, proving that this fireline was not necessary to contain the fire. In this situation the
fireline should not have been constructed on the relatively un-impacted ridgeline dividing Stair
Creek and Missuouri Creek. Instead an alternate fireline prepared along roads 34-9-21 and 3410-21 should have been pursued. The western and more coastal portion of the Calvert Peak Fire
never really burned with intensity, and a combination of lush forests lacking in dead fuels and
natural weather conditions stopped the spread of the fire. In effect, the western fireline served
absolutely no purpose and played no role in containing this fire. In fact, a review of fire
progression maps shows very little active fire spread on the fire’s western margin between
August 9, 2013 and the containment date on September 30, 2013. Without a doubt the extensive
impact of fireline creation was in no way necessary or effective. The existing road system below
the bulldozed fireline, paved and well maintained, would have provided an adequate fireline for
the fire behavior and the low-intensity at which the fire was burning in the area. Using existing
roads, even if they are not directly on ridgetops, should be adequate, in general, for low-intensity
fires, especially in backcountry areas.
The impact of this fireline includes severe disturbance to old-growth forest ecosystems,
heavy fragmentation of important late seral habitat, extensive soil disturbance, the potential
spread of noxious weeds, as well as impacts to roadless and wilderness area values and Wild and
Scenic River resources. Impacts to watershed values, including sedimentation, turbidity, and
intensive erosion could be evident when seasonal rain pours down in this more coastal western
margin of the fire area.
Numerous large log decks were also created with fire suppression funds, including a very
large log deck of over 60 truck loads, yarded to a gravel quarry at the intersection of roads 34-921 and 34-10-21. Extensive efforts were enacted to protect this log deck from the fire by
bulldozing the entire perimeter of the quarry and dropping numerous large trees at its margin. A
miniature fireline was created around this deck to protect it from fire. The cost of such efforts
and the cost of creating log decks for the timber industry—there were numerous of these log
decks throughout the fire area—with fire suppression funds should be disclosed and appears to
have constituted a misuse of emergency fire suppression funds to subsidize subsequent timber
salvage.

Log decks built with suppression funds on the western fireline
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The Backburns
The majority of the backburns and otherwise intentionally set fire within the fire
perimeter appear to have been conducted fairly responsibly and with good effect. At the eastern
margin of the fire the entire eastern portion of the Howard Creek drainage was backburned and is
indistinguishable from the main body of the fire. This backburn was conducted as a backing fire,
lit at the ridgetops and allowed to back down the slope, moderating the intensity. The fire burned
into the Howard Creek canyon where it met the main body of the fire and significantly
contributed to containment on the eastern margin of the fire.
The backburning conducted along Bear Camp Road at the northern margin of the fire was
very similar; it was lit from the ridgetops and allowed to back down the slope into the main body
of the fire, which was burning south and east. In some places young, even-aged stands and
plantation stands burned with high severity effects, yet most of the backburn was a low to
moderate intensity fire. It is evident that the backburning along this portion of the fire
contributed to containment of the northern fireline with little impact to important resources and
values.

Responsible backburning and characteristic fire effects in chaparral east of Peavine Ridge

Impacts to Roadless and Wilderness Area Values
Impacts to roadless and wilderness area values within the Zane Grey Roadless Area and
the proposed Wild Rogue Wilderness additions were significant, and in my opinion entirely
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unnecessary. Dozerline constructed north of the Rogue River in the Zane Grey Roadless Area—
in the vicinity of Quail Creek and Whisky Creek—served absolutely no purpose and caused
severe impacts to roadless and wilderness area values by clearing all vegetation, including oldgrowth trees, and blading dozerlines into pristine areas not directly threatened by fire. The
creation of the northern fireline was unfortunate and troubling, especially given the low severity
fire effects evident along the Rogue River corridor. The impact to roadless area and wilderness
qualities constitutes a long-term impact that cannot be mitigated; the very kind of impact that
should be avoided if at all possible. The fire burned at a very low severity and had little to no
potential of jumping the river; in fact, in the ten river miles affected by fire, it never once spotted
across the river corridor. The northern fireline, in some cases, was built over seven miles from
the fire perimeter along the Rogue River.
South of the Rogue River, dozerline was constructed into the Zane Grey Roadless Area
near Missouri Creek. This dozerline was nearly a mile long and was built on steep, forested
slopes directly above the Rogue River. Large, old-growth trees, including both conifers and
hardwoods, were felled along the fireline and extensive soil disturbance is evident. This crudely
built fireline drops to within a short distance of the river itself with handline being built for the
final portion of the fireline to the banks of the Rogue River. This fireline, although destructive
and intrusive, was never used to contain the fire, and in no place did fire burn to the line. Thus it
is clear that ample time would have been available to create a less intrusive handline within the
roadless area, creating significantly less resource and watershed damage.

Pacific madrone over 36" DBH cut from the Zane Grey Roadless Area on the western fireline near
Missouri Creek

Other firelines built in the Zane Grey Roadless Area include a small portion of handline
built near Howard Creek and a long section of dozerline built down Bailey Creek in the proposed
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Wild Rogue Wilderness additions. A large drop point and heli pad, roughly 200’ X 75’, was
cleared from old-growth forest, including the felling of conifers over 250 years old and
numerous large chinquapin trees in the 24” diameter class. Slash from landing and fireline
construction has been left on site, creating impacts to future fuel and fire conditions as well as
wilderness qualities. No rehabilitation has taken place on the majority of this fireline, and
inadequate blockage to discourage OHV use will likely contribute to a loss of wilderness
qualities. In fact, on November 25, 2013 fresh OHV tracks could be found on the upper end of
this steep and erosive fireline.

Retardant use
A Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request demanding information regarding fire
retardant use in the Big Windy Fire was submitted, however, the BLM did not provide any
information about retardant use in the released FOIA documents. This issue is especially
important due to the valuable fisheries resource in the Rogue River and its tributary streams. The
agency should disclose the date, location, and amount of fire retardant used in this fire.

Transparency and documentation of suppression actions
Despite FOIA requests and numerous inquires regarding documentation of suppression
activities during the Big Windy Fire, the BLM has provided very little information regarding the
following: approval of fireline construction; the date and location of backburning operations; the
guidelines for firing operations; the utilization of Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST)
on the Big Windy Fire; the use of fire retardant; the use of fire suppression funds to create log
decks for the timber industry; impacts to wildland characteristics, and the use of dozerline in the
Wild and Scenic Rogue River corridor, the Zane Grey Roadless Area and proposed additions to
the Wild Rogue Wilderness.
It appears that either the agency does not adequately document discretionary fire
suppression activities, or the agency has purposefully decided not to provide that information via
a public FOIA request.
The discretionary tactics and land management decisions made during wildland fire
scenarios must come out of the shadows and into the light of day. Twenty-seven million dollars
of public funds were spent in suppression activities on the Big Windy Fire. Hundreds of millions
of dollars are spent annually fighting wildland fires, yet very little publically available
information exists regarding discretionary suppression tactics. For too long land management
agencies have impacted natural resources and landscapes with little to no accountability.
Significant land management decisions are made during wildfires with no public review or
environmental analysis. Often fire suppression activities create more environmental impact than
the fire itself. Transparency regarding suppression activities is necessary to inform a pubic
debate regarding suppression tactics and actions. Transparency is also necessary to address
issues of corruption, inappropriate use of emergency suppression funds and to ensure compliance
with land management directives, environmental law, and land designations such as Wilderness,
Wild and Scenic Rivers, Research Natural Areas (RNAs) and Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACECs), etc.
The BLM should keep adequate records regarding fire management decisions and
discretionary suppression tactics and these records should be made publically available. A
federal review of each major fire should be prepared to outline actions taken, the reason behind
these actions, the environmental impact of these actions and any necessary mitigation. Reviews
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such as this could identify issues of concern and inform Fire Management Plans developed for
specific areas.

Conclusions
Wilderness Designation
The Zane Grey Roadless Area should be added to the Wild Rogue Wilderness and
managed for natural, wilderness values. The addition of the Zane Grey Roadless Area (58,340
acres) to the Wild Rogue Wilderness Area (36,500 acres) would create a 94,840-acre swath of
protected wilderness from Illahe, upstream to nearly Galice. A total of 34 river miles would be
included within this proposed wilderness. Prescribed Natural Fire and MIST should be a part of
wilderness management. Such suppression and fire management tactics will preserve fisheries
and water quality resources while promoting healthy, more resilient forests and watersheds. A
comprehensive fire management plan for the area should be created to protect the region’s
renowned scenic and biological values.

The Zane Grey Roadless Area is a proposed addition to the existing Wild Rogue Wilderness Area

Restorative Fire Management
Restorative Fire Management (RFM) utilizes MIST tactics, wildland fire use and a
realization that wildfire can be utilized for resource benefit if managed correctly. Restorative Fire
Management seeks to restore the process of fire to as many acres as is responsible, necessary and
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beneficial in each fire event. Backburning and fire use during suppression activities should be
conducted responsibly and with natural fire-generated patterns and mosaics in mind. The
concept of “loose herding” is especially useful to fire managers looking to utilize MIST and
prescribed natural fire for resource benefit. A “confinement” strategy could also be useful in
smaller roadless areas or in those that border private residential lands. Fire management should
incorporate principals and objectives of forest restoration, fire restoration and in many cases fuel
reduction. Prescribed fire and prescribed natural fire should be encouraged and fire safety needs
balanced with the need for characteristic fire effects on the landscape. Agency firefighting
personnel could steer fire away from areas and resources likely to be negatively impacted by fire
and encourage areas that may benefit from fire to burn at characteristic fire severity levels.

MIST
The use of Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST) should be mandated for the
Wild Rogue Wilderness, Zane Grey Roadless Area and Wild and Scenic River corridor from
Galice to Illahee. The use of MIST strategies is required in wilderness areas found within
National Park Service lands and should be required on both Forest Service and BLM lands
containing wilderness characteristics such as roadless areas, ACECs, RNAs, primitive areas, and
designated wilderness areas. According to agency guidelines, “The concept of MIST is to use the
minimum amount of forces necessary to effectively achieve the fire management protection
objectives consistent with land and resource management objectives. It implies a greater
sensitivity to the impacts of suppression tactics and their long-term effects when determining
how to implement an appropriate suppression response…MIST is not intended to represent a
separate or distinct classification of firefighting tactics but rather a mindset of how to suppress a
wildfire while minimizing the long-term effects of a suppression action” (Golden Gate National
Recreation Fire Management Plan 2008).
The preservation of wilderness characteristics and the avoidance of significant impacts to
natural values should be considered on all fires, but should take a central role in fires burning
within wildlands such as the Wild Rogue Wilderness and Zane Grey Roadless Area. Appropriate
techniques and tactics should include: the use of natural barriers such as outcrops, sparse
ridgelines, and rivers for firelines when possible; allow large areas to burn naturally and
uninfluenced by significant discretionary backburning; protect large, old snags, and use restraint
with heavy equipment to minimize or eliminate the impact of dozerline within wilderness, RNA
or roadless area boundaries. Suppression crews should utilize existing roads as firelines
whenever possible and backburning should be conducted to achieve characteristic fire behavior.
Wilderness characteristics and natural resources should be considered when developing
helipads, medevac sites and hoist sites. The need for rehabilitation should also be considered
when choosing the appropriate suppression action and “tactics that reduce the need for rehab are
preferred whenever feasible” (Golden Gate National Recreation Area Fire Management Plan
2008).
MIST was not utilized in the Big Windy Fire, and from FOIA records it appears that
MIST strategies were never even considered despite numerous land management designations
and allocations that would tend to favor the use of MIST when suppressing wildfire. The agency
should consider MIST tactics in all wildfires burning within wilderness areas, roadless areas,
Wild and Scenic River corridors, LSRs, RNAs, ACECs and primitive areas.
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Wild Rogue Fire Management Plan
The last remaining wildlands in the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains need comprehensive
fire management plans that will outline acceptable techniques and strategies to be used during
wildfire events; the Wild Rogue and the Zane Grey Roadless Area are no exceptions. In fact,
given the tremendous fisheries, renowned biodiversity, and valuable economic contributions the
area represents, the entire Wild and Scenic River corridor from Galice to Illahee should be
managed from river bottom to ridge top by a comprehensive fire management plan. These plans
should focus on the protection of property and preservation of important social and ecological
values; they should include guidelines for utilizing Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics
(MIST), and take into account conditions under which Prescribed Natural Fire (PNF) or
Wildland Fire Use (WFU) may be used to enhance resource values and the region’s wild
character. This option entails allowing wildfires lit under prescribed conditions to burn relatively
freely, while monitoring and recording fire behavior and fire conditions. Other options include a
confinement suppression strategy where monitoring and limited suppression is used to confine
the fire within a designated area such as the region between Bear Camp Road and the Graves
Creek to Marial Road, including the Wild Rogue Wilderness and the Zane Grey Roadless Area.
This strategy could be used when the fire is lit outside “prescription” for use as a PNF or for
WFU, but full suppression would be inappropriate or damaging. A fire plan could develop
criteria for utilizing PNFs, WFU, confinement and containment strategies, including weather
conditions, fuel moisture, firefighting resources, safety hazards and social or ecological concerns
such as wilderness values, endangered species habitat, public safety or smoke.
Issues involving fireline construction, helipad construction, backburning, felling of oldgrowth snags, creation of dozer line and the use of fire retardant should be analyzed and
addressed. Having well thought out plans and minimum impact strategies already defined and in
place would greatly improve efficiency while protecting resource values. Identifying important
ridgelines, roads and other containment lines would also help to streamline the decision making
process and provide for more effective containment, with a smaller environmental footprint.
Databases identifying existing and historically effective fuels breaks may reduce the need for
new fuel breaks and heavy ground disturbance. The careful management of wildfire is vital to the
preservation of wilderness values, water quality, world-class fisheries and scenic beauty in the
Rogue River Canyon. The preservation of these values is also vital to the economic prosperity
and cultural identity of the surrounding towns and communities. A Wild Rogue Fire Plan should
be prepared as soon as possible, analyzed by agency review and open for public comment.

Cumulative impacts of suppression and proposed salvage logging
operations
The cumulative impact of fire suppression activities and proposed fire salvage and
roadside hazard logging should be analyzed in any NEPA documentation for post-fire logging
treatments. The impact of fireline creation, especially dozerline, should be analyzed for
cumulative impacts to water quality, fisheries resources, wilderness and roadless characteristics,
old-growth habitat, fragmentation of habitat and future fire management objectives. The
extensive use of backburning is also a discretionary suppression action and any impact
associated with agency backburning should also be analyzed. The cumulative impacts of these
activities should be included in any analysis involving post fire management.
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The natural mosaic of the Big Windy Fire

View down Howard Creek in the Zane Grey Roadless Area. Notice the natural mosaic of mixed
severity fire, a patchwork of high, mid, and low intensity fire responding to climatic conditions, site
history, existing plant communities, slope position, aspect and steepness of terrain.

Much of the Wild and Scenic Rogue River corridor burned at low or very low severity making
underburned areas like the one in this photo difficult to even distinguish. Fire severity in
unmanaged, old-growth stands was generally of very low severity causing little mortality in the
older, canopy level trees.
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Over 90% of the Big Windy Fire burned at low to very low severity and constituted an understory
burn. This was especially true in the region’s late seral forest. The stand in this photo is one section
of an extensive underburn in the Jenny Creek watershed.

Underburned forest near Bear Camp Road

High Severity chaparral fire on Peavine Ridge
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The association between high severity fire and plantation
management in the Big Windy Fire Area

This large plantation in the Big Windy Creek drainage burned at high severity in the Big Windy
Fire, in stark contrast to the majority of unmanaged and late seral forest stands in the area.
Although only 1% of the fire area burned at high severity, most of that acreage was in plantation
stands such as those created following clear-cut or salvage logging operations.

High severity fire in plantation stands in the Big Windy Creek drainage. Notice the much lower fire
severity in adjacent stands of late seral forest.
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The impact of fire suppression in the Big Windy Fire

Hundreds of old-growth trees, some over 250 years old, were cut from the western fireline, a raw
dozerline cleared through a closed canopy forest on the Stair Creek/Missouri Creek Divide.

Soil disturbance in many sections of fireline was severe, especially on dozerlines like this one. This
fireline is within the Zane Grey Roadless Area on a ridge above Whisky Creek.
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The scale of the disturbance created through fireline construction is staggering. The majority of the
fireline was dozerline built on relatively undisturbed ridges. This photo shows the western fireline.

Old-growth trees cut from the western fireline
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Impacts to wilderness quality lands in the Zane Grey Roadless Area
and the proposed additions to the Wild Rogue Wilderness Area

Large snag cut along a dozerline built in the Zane Grey Roadless Area near the mouth of Missouri
Creek. The fire never reached this line, making its creation entirely unnecessary. Given fuel
conditions, weather conditions and fire behavior on this portion of the Big Windy Fire a less
damaging handline would have proved adequate and far more appropriate for use in wilderness
quality lands.

Dozerline built in the Zane Grey Roadless Area near Quail Creek.
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A Heli pad cleared on a pristine ridge above Bailey Creek in the Zane Grey Roadless Area. Trees
cut in this grove were over 250 years old.

Unnatural fuel accumulations on firelines

Doug fir cut along ridge north of Bailey Creek
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The Big Windy Fire Report was made possible through the support
of The Brainerd Foundation.
For more information contact:
Luke Ruediger
siskiyoucrest@gmail.com
www.thesiskiyoucrest.blogspot.com

The Klamath Forest Alliance
PO Box 21
Orleans, CA 95556
klam_watch@yahoo.com
www.klamathforestalliance.org
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